Channel Access (EDCA) and the Hybrid Control Channel Access (HCCA) protocols which manage to ensure QoS support. However, they exhibit specific weaknesses that limit network performance. This work analyzes an alternative protocol, called Priority Oriented Adaptive
Introduction
The development and the rapid evolution of local area networks (LANs) along with the increasing end user requirements for multimedia applications such as voice over IP, video conference and video on demand requires the efficient management of multimedia and background data traffic. In wired networks, the adequacy of the available resources seems capable to provide Quality of Service (QoS), but the characteristics of the wireless links and the scarcity of network resources in WLANs (Wireless LANs) render QoS provision a challenging issue. Furthermore, the mobility concept, adopted in recent WLANs standards, impose further requirements in QoS provision mechanisms. Thus, Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols role is crucial towards this objective.
Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols are responsible for ensuring efficient and fair sharing of the available bandwidth. QoS support is also strongly related with the access control mechanism. For this reason the IEEE 802.11e workgroup [1] has enhanced the legacy 802.11 standard, which is widely adopted, with QoS support mechanism, proposing the HCF scheme. Furthermore, various works proposing MAC protocols with QoS support mechanisms can be found in the literature for different types of networks [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . HCF consists of a contention based protocol (EDCA) and a resource reservation protocol (HCCA).
In what follows the main limitations of the HCF scheme are presented. EDCA provides basic QoS support; however, the contention scheme degrades its performance due to high overhead resulting to the inability of serving efficiently multiple flows of different types of traffic. Furthermore, EDCA is not able to guarantee fairness for the contending mobile stations.
Additionally, HCCA is unable to assign priorities to packet flows of different types of traffic and it is based on predefined fixed transmission intervals assigned to the requesting stations.
Thus, it seems able to provide QoS only to Constant Bit Rate (CBR) multimedia streams.
Besides, taking into account, the intense use of the wireless networks for both real-time and conventional delay tolerant data transfers, along with the bandwidth scarcity and the nature of the wireless channel, necessitates the development and use of, a more efficient protocol.
The main contribution of the present work lies on analyzing and extending the Priority Oriented Adaptive Polling (POAP) scheme that was initially presented in [2] . More particularly, in this work all the aspects of its operation are described in detail regarding the polling scheme, the prioritization model, and the station selection mechanism. POAP belongs to the centralized protocols; however, no bandwidth reservation is required. The values of the weights control the behaviour of the protocol's resource allocation mechanism, thus, in this paper the impact of the weights in the network performance is examined when multiple types of traffic are supported. POAP efficiently supports simultaneous real-time and background traffic, by adapting its operation to different traffic priorities and current network conditions. The QoS supportive MAC protocol is able to distinguish different types of traffic and treat them accordingly. Usually, traffic is prioritized and high priority data is favoured by the access control mechanism. The classification of the traffic considered by this work can be found in [11, 12] . In the analysis provided it is assumed that stations are in range for direct communication, however the case where the Access Point (AP) acts as a packet forwarder could be also used. According to the IEEE 802.11e standard, the access model also provides a Direct Link Protocol (DLP) as an extra feature.
The analysis of the proposed POAP scheme is further extended by providing a complete performance evaluation of the POAP compared to the corresponding IEEE 802.11e MAC protocol, namely HCF. Specifically, apart from the mandatory EDCA scheme, the optional HCCA scheme is also examined. The objective is to study the ability of the POAP protocol to operate as an overall MAC solution, comparing it to the combination of the EDCA general purpose protocol and the HCCA real-time traffic protocol. For this purpose, a hybrid network scenario was employed, which involves legacy data flows handled by EDCA and multimedia flows handled by HCCA. On the contrary, POAP is designed to handle simultaneously all types of traffic in the examined network scenario. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the IEEE 802.11e HCF medium access control mechanism is presented. POAP is analysed in Section 3, focusing on the polling scheme, the priority model and the station selection algorithm. The network model employed, the simulation scenarios and the numerical results are provided in Section 4. The simulation results demonstrate the performance of POAP under different traffic conditions validating its efficiency compared to the existing HCF scheme. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and future research potentials are provided.
IEEE 802.11e HCF
The IEEE 802.11 is the dominant standard for WLAN infrastructure deployment, nowadays.
The employed MAC protocol does not support QoS, totally. However, some modifications that enhance partial QoS support can be found in [13] . The need for integration of QoS provision mechanisms in modern WLANs has led IEEE to form the 802.11e workgroup. The super-frame of the legacy 802.11 MAC protocol involves the operation of a distributed and a centralized access scheme. The first one is the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), while the latter is the Point Coordination Function (PCF). IEEE decided to enhance them with advanced features, thus, the new version that corresponds to DCF is the EDCA protocol, while the one corresponding to PCF is the HCCA protocol. Some recent solutions that claim to further improve HCF QoS support can be found in [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
2.1 IEEE 802.11e EDCA According to EDCA, when a station needs to transmit a packet and the channel is busy, it waits until the medium becomes idle and then defers for an extra time interval, namely Arbitrary Distributed Interframe Space (AIFS). If the channel stays idle for the AIFS interval, the station then initiates the backoff process by selecting a random number of backoff slots from a contention window [1] .
An additional RTS/CTS (Request To Send/Clear To Send) mechanism is defined to solve the hidden station problem. This is a usual problem in a wireless environment, which is due to the fact that each mobile station may have a different view of the medium status. The successful exchange of RTS/CTS ensures to a certain extent that the channel has been reserved. This scheme, however, increases significantly the network overhead and does not provide a completely collision-free medium. In EDCA, the QoS support is realized with the introduction of Access Categories (ACs) [1] . In every station, there are four packet buffers corresponding to the four ACs. The eight possible User Priorities (UPs) assigned to the generated traffic are mapped to the four ACs. This way traffic is differentiated. In order to favour higher priority traffic, higher ACs are assigned lower AIFS values and smaller contention windows.
This model provides only minimal QoS. The backoff procedure leads to bandwidth waste and the hidden stations cause collisions despite of the backoff mechanism. The use of the RTS/CTS handshake confines this problem; however, it increases the overhead. Another drawback of EDCA is related to the exponential backoff algorithm, which may not be suitable for QoS sensitive applications. The colliding packets are supposed to be transmitted successfully sooner than any newly contending packets. However, they are penalized by the exponential backoff with a longer waiting time while newly contending packets are given a small waiting time. Exponential backoff may cause variations of throughput and delay under heavy loaded network situations. Furthermore, it has been shown that EDCA can be unfair when stations experience different conditions [19] . Some approaches that enhance EDCA were proposed in [20] [21] [22] . An analysis on the performance limits caused by EDCA overhead can be found in [23] . Conclusively, EDCA definitely enhances DCF, however, it is shown in practise that only limited traffic of low QoS demands can be served. It becomes evident that an alternative protocol with higher channel utilization, more efficient QoS support, and fair resource allocation could be possibly applied.
IEEE 802.11e HCCA
First of all, it should be underlined that HCCA is able to serve exclusively real-time traffic of known characteristics, so that resource reservation can take place. HCCA is based on the use of a Hybrid Coordinator (HC), which decides the Transmission Opportunities (TXOPs) granted to the QoS enhanced stations. The HC, which is responsible for the central control, is actually located at the AP. HCCA operates during dedicated periods of the HCF super-frame.
The protocol defines that every Traffic Stream (TS), which has its own packet buffer, sends a QoS request to the AP. This request contains the Traffic Specifications (TSPECs) of the specific TS. The scheduling of the TXOPs assigned to the different TSs is based on the fact that a TXOP should be long enough to allow the transmission of all the packets generated during a SI in a TS buffer. The mean number of packets (Nij) generated in the TS buffer (j) for a station (i) during a SI is given by:
where ij r is the application mean data rate and Mij is the nominal MSDU size. The TXOP (Tij) is finally calculated as follows:
, (2) where R is the transmission rate supported by the physical layer and Mmax is the maximum MSDU size. The time interval 2SIFS + TACK corresponds to the overhead during a TXOP. Equation (2) guarantees that the TXOP will be long enough for the transmission of at least one packet with maximum size. The total TXOP assigned to a station is the sum of the (4) where TCAPLimit is the maximum duration of HCCA in a beacon interval (TBeacon).
There are some significant drawbacks of the HCCA operation. A major weakness of HCCA is related to the scheduler. Specifically, the allocation of fixed TXOPs leads to inefficient support of Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic, because possible sudden increases of the generated bit rate would cause increased delays and packet drops. Moreover, the scheduling algorithm does not take into account prioritized TSs. It just uses the QoS requests in order to assign TXOPs. This means that the traffic is not efficiently differentiated according to the demands for QoS. It can be seen that a new efficient protocol could be proved useful.
The POAP Protocol
The motivation for the development of this protocol was the need for an access control protocol which takes advantage of the usual presence of an AP in order to offer services of high quality to end users. The main objective is to efficiently integrate real-time and background traffic, without resource reservation, via the improvement of the basic system feedback. POAP is designed to provide QoS by adapting its operation to the traffic QoS characteristics. The respective algorithm uses this information in order to favour high priority transmissions in a proportional and fair way avoiding the cases where high priority traffic requests from some stations monopolize the medium.
As it is already mentioned, the objective of this work is to examine the POAP protocol as a complete MAC solution capable of QoS provision for wireless LANs that could be considered as a possible alternative of the 802.11e HCF. However, the fundamental components of the POAP protocol could be also considered independently, so that they could be integrated into an existing or on development IEEE network standard. Specifically, the polling-based signalling pattern, the priority assignment concept and the station selection mechanism that are described in this section could be employed separately as parts of a total QoS support network solution.
The Polling Scheme
The cellular topology is assumed in the analysis of POAP where the AP polls the stations in order to give them permission to transmit. The proposed polling scheme eliminates the collisions and causes low system overhead, while it provides efficient network feedback. The protocol uses the POLL, NO_DATA, and STATUS control packets, with transmission durations tPOLL, tNO_DATA, and tSTATUS, respectively. A STATUS packet is marked as ACK or NACK according to the specific case. The transmission duration of a DATA packet is tDATA and the propagation delay is tPROP_DELAY. The possible polling events are depicted in Figure 1 and explained below.
-Polling a station that has no buffered packets to transmit.
The AP sends POLL to the wireless station at time t and waits for feedback. The station responds with NO_DATA, which is received by the AP at t+ tPOLL+ tNO_DATA+ 2tPROP_DELAY.
Then, the latter initiates new polling.
-Polling a station that has buffered packets to transmit.
The AP sends POLL to the wireless station at time t and waits for feedback. The station replies with a STATUS packet marked as ACK, which carries the destination address and the size of the following DATA packet. Then, the polled station starts transmitting the DATA packet directly to the destination station. Upon successful reception of the DATA packet, the destination station broadcasts a STATUS packet marked as ACK. Otherwise, if the reception fails but the station has realized that the specific packet is destined to it, it responds with a STATUS packet marked as NACK. The transmission of a NACK is not wasted time, since either way the stations had to wait for a possible ACK. As we will see later, each STATUS packet contains valuable feedback for the AP. The latter can proceed to a new poll at time t+ tPOLL+ tDATA+ 2tSTATUS+ 4tPROP_DELAY. It should be noticed that we consider variable DATA packet size, thus, tDATA is not constant.
-Polling fails or the AP fails to receive any feedback after polling.
In case the corresponding station does not successfully receive the POLL packet from the AP, the polling procedure fails. The AP has to wait for the maximum polling cycle before proceeding to a new poll, since it has to be certain that it will not collide with a possible ongoing transmission which is not detectable by the AP. When the POLL packet is received successfully by the polled station, but then the AP fails to receive any feedback, that is it cannot detect the following control and data packets, it waits for the maximum polling cycle similarly to the previous case. The duration of the maximum polling cycle is tPOLL+ tMAX_DATA+ 2tSTATUS+ 4tPROP_DELAY, where tMAX_DATA is the transmission duration of the largest allowed DATA packet. At the end of the maximum polling cycle, it is certain that the medium is idle in any event. When such a communication failure occurs, the AP lowers the probability to select this station in the new polling procedure assuming that there is an unreliable link between them. It also has to be mentioned that it is most likely that the AP will eventually receive some feedback either from the polled or the destination station.
It should be noticed that despite the fact that each station is supposed to send a single DATA packet per transmission, it is possible to have multiple successive data packets destined to the same station with total duration no longer than tMAX_DATA and a single block acknowledgement for all these packets. This way, bursty traffic with strict QoS requirements could be more effectively supported.
This polling scheme provides efficient network feedback, low system overhead, and high channel utilization, while it eliminates collisions that may appear. It uses the AP to perform high performance access control without requiring packet relay. The purpose of the control packets is to keep the concerned stations informed about the network status and minimize the idle intervals. The AP needs to monitor the network transmissions so that it can proceed to the next poll right after the completion of a communication. For this reason, it has to be aware of the actual duration of the specific polling cycle. In order to gain this knowledge, the AP just has to successfully detect the NO_DATA packet or the STATUS ACK packet, which contains the duration of the following data transmission, or the DATA packet from the polled station or the STATUS ACK-NACK packet from the destination station. In all these cases, the AP is aware of the polling cycle duration and can proceed to the next poll without wasting any time. Actually, when at a given time the downlink is in good state, then it is most probable that the corresponding uplink will also be in good state at that same time. This means that when a successful reception of the POLL packet is achieved, then it is most probable that the AP will also succeed to obtain the necessary feedback for the current polling cycle.
Apart from the elimination of the idle periods so that no bandwidth is wasted, our purpose is also to poll stations that are actually active in a way that QoS is provided. For this reason, the AP needs to be aware of the stations' status while the control overhead is kept low, in order to avoid wasting time at polling inactive stations, favour the high priority traffic and provide fairness. This mechanism is presented in the next subsections.
Priority Model
POAP adopts the packet priorities concept employed by 802.11e in order to retain compatibility. Specifically, it uses four packet buffers organized in access categories and eight user priorities as it was described in the EDCA section. However, POAP introduces a new method of selecting the packet that is going to be sent.
There are some issues that must be taken into account when choosing which data packet to send. First of all, the priority (access category) of each packet buffer has to be considered, so that high priority traffic is favoured and QoS is provided. Thus, the probability of selecting packets of high priority access categories for transmission should be increased. Furthermore, in order to provide low packet delays, low packet drops due to buffer overflow and some fairness among the ACs, the number of packets contained in each buffer should be taken into account before selecting a packet. Specifically, heavy loaded buffers should have higher probabilities of transmitting packets. Finally, the earlier generated packets must be favoured, so that a form of the FIFO queue discipline is followed.
The introduced packet selection mechanism that takes all the above issues under consideration is depicted in Figure 2 . Initially, the existence of buffered packets is examined, otherwise, the polled station replies with a NO_DATA message. Then, for each of the four buffers the normalized priority (PPR) and normalized number of buffered packets (PB) are estimated. Specifically, it is assumed that the priority of buffer i is equal to p[i]=i+1, so that it is not null for AC[0], then:
is the number of packets carried by buffer i, then it holds:
Note that these two formulas determine the contribution of the traffic priority and the buffer load to the buffer selection probability.
It is necessary that the buffer priority and the number of buffered packets have different contribution to the final buffer selection probability (P). Thus, the weights WPR (default value 6) and WB (default value 2) are defined for PPR and PB, respectively. Obviously, when the network configuration aims at extendedly favour high priority traffic, then WPR is set to a higher value compared to WB, otherwise, if the configuration should be able to efficiently serve highly loaded stations, then the value of WB is increased. The default values are determined by the significance of the parameters and tests which have shown that when the priority weight is three times higher than the buffer load weight, then the resulted buffer selection probability ensures the combination of efficient traffic differentiation and relatively low packet delays for all the buffers in most network conditions. The values 6 and 2 are used rather than 3 and 1, because value 1 is given to the weight WT which is going to be introduced in the next subsection. A simulation analysis of the weights' performance impact is provided in Section 4. The non-normalized final probability of selecting a packet from buffer i is given
by:
As it was mentioned above, when WPR is high compared to WB, it is most probable that a high priority buffer will be chosen for transmission. On the other hand, if WB is increased, it is more probable to select a packet from a highly loaded buffer. The normalized selection probability is finally equal to:
After applying the introduced method of selecting a buffer, the station selects for transmission the earliest generated packet in it. 
The Station Selection Mechanism
Before the AP decides which station to poll, it has to be well informed of their buffers' status, in order to make selections that provide QoS and generally high performance. However, this necessary feedback should not cause excessive network overhead. For this reason, we exploit the use of the ACK and NACK messages, which are already useful in the polling scheme.
Specifically, apart from the use of the STATUS control packet in acknowledging the packet receptions, it also carries its source station's priority score, which is analyzed below.
According to this modern feedback engine, when a station broadcasts a STATUS packet, it includes its priority score, which is introduced as a metric of the station's buffered traffic status. It depends on the priority of each buffer and the number of packets it contains. The priority score of station j is given by:
So, every time a STATUS packet is broadcasted, the AP examines it in order to update the stored priority score of the transmitting station. The introduced priority score formula is based on the concept that a station with more packets in high priority buffers should have proportionally higher transmission probability. Moreover, the exploitation of the control packets and our definition of the priority score introduce an efficient new method of having frequent feedback, which describes the status of every station causing minimal overhead. For example, 14 bits are required to represent maximum priority score equal to 16383, while a highly loaded station with 1000 packets in each buffer is characterized by priority score equal to 10000 (assuming that the priority of buffer i is p[i]=i+1). Finally, these scores are used by the AP to implement an efficient station selection mechanism.
The first factor considered by the selection algorithm is the priority score. Thus, it is most probable to poll a station with high priority traffic and large number of buffered packets, according to the given definition of the priority score. The second factor affecting the AP's decision is the time that has elapsed since the last poll of each station ( ). Specifically, in order to provide fairness and avoid the total exclusion of stations that are inactive for quite long, the stations that have not been polled for a long time are favoured to some degree. Furthermore, the AP, which also participates in the channel contention, is assigned a higher probability of getting access, since it usual plays a central role in the network communications. Lastly, it should be noticed that the AP halves a mobile station's priority score, when it receives no feedback after polling it, assuming the existence of an unreliable link between them.
The flow chart in Figure 3 depicts the operation of the proposed algorithm that returns the station to be polled. Initially, we check if the AP has any buffered packets. If it has not, then it is not included in the station selection procedure. Then, the priority score of each considered station j is normalized, as defined as below:
where M is the number of stations considered by the algorithm. The time elapsed since its last polling is also normalized as below:
The non-normalized final probability of polling station j is given by: (12) where WT (default value 1) is the weight of the contribution of the PT factor. It is clear that the priority score has great significance in selecting which station to poll, since our primary objective is to provide QoS. Thus, according to our tests, when the value of the weight WT is six times lower than the value of WPR, then fairness is provided without degrading the QoS support. Regarding fairness, it is unacceptable to exclude a station that at some point carried low priority score. The proposed method gives this station the chance to be polled, as it might have generated new traffic since its last poll. Obviously, a station that has not been polled for a long time has a high PT value, so its polling probability increases. A high WT value would provide extended fairness among stations; however, this way traffic differentiation would fade. If the examined station j is the AP, then its non-normalized final probability of getting channel access is multiplied by the factor WAP (default value 10):
. (13) Thus, the AP is not allowed to monopolize the channel. However, because of its central role in the network, we give it the significant advantage of accessing the channel with ten times higher chances. Lastly, the AP decides which station will be given access according to each one's normalized polling probability, which for station j is obtained by:
This station selection mechanism completes the POAP QoS support. 
Special Points Review
In the previous subsections the algorithms that define the operation of the POAP protocol are described. In this section certain points of the POAP analysis are further analysed to improve the description of the proposed scheme. First of all, it has to be explained that P (that concerns the packet selection algorithm) and PPOLL -P AP POLL (that concern the station selection algorithm) are non-normalized probabilities, which means that their values are relative, so they don't range from 0 to 1 and cannot stand on their own. The normalized probabilities which get values ranging between 0 and 1 are PN (that concerns the packet selection algorithm) and PPOLL_N (that concerns the station selection algorithm). These are finally calculated based on the former non-normalized values.
It should be clarified that in the POAP polling scheme, once a station gets permission to transmit via the received POLL control packet, it is free to transmit data for a maximum duration of the predefined tMAX_DATA interval. In this network configuration we assume the transmission of one DATA packet each time an active station is successfully polled, however, as it is already mentioned, a station could transmit multiple consecutive DATA packets, as long as the total transmission duration is kept below tMAX_DATA and all the packets are of the same priority. Of course, in this case, a block-type acknowledgement would be used.
The concept is based on the flexibility of the scheme that allows the transmission of variable-length data frames. However, according to the station selection mechanism, given that stations A and B carry the same amount of buffered packets of the same priority and the same time that has elapsed since the last poll, they will have the same probabilities to be polled, but if B transmits larger data frames, then it will eventually use more bandwidth than A. Nevertheless, it should be considered that a station with more and smaller buffered packets enjoys higher polling probabilities than a station with less and larger buffered packets, achieving a tradeoff till a certain extent.
It should be also noticed that POAP is a QoS aware protocol without employing a resource reservation mechanism for resource requests thus it does not provide strict QoS guarantees. If for example in POAP VBR real-time traffic is served (similarly to the video flows in the following network scenario), then the AP can be informed of the sender's increased or decreased requirements based on its priority score that is regularly broadcasted via the STATUS control packets. In this manner, the AP provides each time the respective resources, considering also the other stations' bandwidth requirements.
Performance Evaluation

Simulation Environment
The performance of POAP has been evaluated under different traffic load conditions. Moreover, extensive simulations were performed employing a simulation developed in C++ to validate the performance of the proposed scheme and compared it with the HCF. The physical layer protocol adopted for the simulated WLAN is the 802.11g [24] . POAP and HCF are simulated in order to be compared and evaluated. At this point, it should be made clear that the objective of this work is to present the POAP protocol as a complete solution that could be considered as a possible alternative to the standardized HCF scheme of the IEEE 802.11e, in contrast to the various proposed HCF improvement techniques.
In the developed simulator, the condition of any wireless link was modelled using a finitestate machine with three states [25, 26] . Moreover, the links among the AP and the stations are considered to be more reliable than the inter-station links, because the range of the AP is usually greater than the mobile stations' range, its emitted signal is usually stronger and its default position is in the centre of the cell. The network parameters' were set according to the specifications of the 802.11e standard.
Specifically, the states adopted in our link error model are the following:
1. State G denotes that the wireless link is in a relatively "clean" condition and is characterized by a small BER (Bit Error Rate), which is given by the parameter G_BER.
2. State B denotes that the wireless link is in a condition characterized by increased BER, which is given by the parameter B_BER.
State H denotes that the pair of communication stations is out of range (hidden stations).
We assume that the background noise is the same for all stations; hence, the principle of reciprocity stands for the condition of any wireless link. Therefore, for any two stations A and B, the BER of the link from A to B and the BER of the link from B to A are the same. The time spent by a link in states G, B, and H is exponentially distributed, but with different average values, given by the parameters TG, TB, TH, respectively. The status of a link probabilistically changes between the three states. When a link is in state G and its status is about to change, the link transits either to state H, with probability given by the parameter Ph, or to state B, with transition probability 1 − Ph. When a link is in state B and its status is about to change, the link transits either to state H, with probability given by the parameter Ph, or to state G, with transition probability 1 − Ph. Finally, when a link spent its time in state H, it transits either to state G or B, with the same probability (0.5). It can be easily seen that by setting the parameter Ph to zero, a fully connected network topology can be assumed, whereas for values of Ph greater than zero, the effect of the well-known "hidden station" problem on protocol performance can be studied. The medium bit rate is 36 Mb/s supported by the typical Extended Rate PHYOrthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (ERP-OFDM) technique, the signal propagation delay is 0.0005 ms corresponding to distances among the stations of 150 m, and the maximum allowed packet size is 10 KB. It should be mentioned that the transmission adaptation mechanism (according to link quality) was not modelled by our simulator, since it has no influence on the comparative behaviour of medium access control defined by POAP and HCF.
Regarding the simulation engine, the random number generator used by our simulator is a classic multiplicative congruential random number generator with period 2 32 provided by ANSI C. The simulation results presented in this section are produced by a statistical analysis based on the "sequential simulation" method [27] where simulations are performed until the relative statistical error of the estimated mean value falls below an acceptable threshold.
Simulation Scenario
The performance of the proposed scheme is examined under variable traffic load. The traffic load considered is based on a combination of multimedia, high priority and low priority The characteristics of different types of traffic load, employed in the simulation scenario are provided in the following Table 1 . 
Simulation analysis of the POAP weights
Based on the simulation scenario described above, the impact of POAP weights on the network performance is examined. Specifically, the simulated network consists of 30 mobile stations and the traffic characteristics were provided in Table 1 As explained above, WB and WPR weights denote the performance level of each traffic type, depending on traffic load differentiation as confirmed by the simulation results.
Therefore, high priority traffic is expected to exhibit better performance when WPR value is high, while traffic of high load is expected to exhibit better performance when WB is increased.
As it can be seen in Table 1 , relatively, video traffic is assigned high priority and exhibits high data bit rate, consequently. Figure 5a shows that video performance increases when WPR increases and it softly decreases when WB increases (WPR has a greater influence than WB according to the proposed selection algorithms). Similarly, remote database traffic is assigned high priority and exhibits low data bit rate, thus, Figure 5b shows that remote database performance increases when WPR increases and it sharply decreases when WB increases.
Finally, file transfer traffic is assigned low priority and exhibits high data bit rate, so as it can be seen in Figure 5c , file transfer performance sharply decreases when WPR increases and it increases when WB increases.
Based on the analysis provided and by taking into account the impact of each weight on the proposed algorithms, the need for QoS support and the necessity to simultaneously serve mixed traffic flows of different priorities, the default values for the POAP weights are obtained.
Simulation comparison of POAP and HCF
Extensive network simulations were performed to evaluate the capability of the two protocols (POAP and HCF) to handle simultaneously three different traffic load types: multimedia, high priority data, and low priority data traffic. The most indicative metrics of the network performance such as the average packet end-to-end delay, the loss rate, and the achieved throughput were considered for the performance evaluation of these schemes. The packet loss rate results from the number of packet drops occurred due to expiration of the packet lifetime or buffer overflow. Since the adopted buffer size is 1 Mbyte, the overwhelming majority of video packet drops are caused by the expiration of their lifetime, the remote database traffic packet drops are due both to lifetime expiration and buffer overflow, while the file transfer packet drops are due to buffer overflow. According to the described simulation environment, the number of stations increases in each topology examined, thus, the number of traffic flows and the overall load also increase. Regarding the HCF configuration, the default values of all parameters were used since different types of traffic are integrated. In HCF, the video traffic is handled as traffic streams by the HCCA protocol, while traditional data traffic is handled by EDCA.
The results regarding video traffic are presented in Figure 6 . Specifically, in Figure 6a the average packet delay depending on the video throughput is depicted while in Figure 6b the packet loss rate is plotted as a function of video load. Note that if the generated video data bits are equal to g, the produced video control bits are equal to c, and the total simulation time is s, then the considered video load (in terms of rate) is equal to c)/s (g  . Following the same approach the video throughput is estimated using the successfully transmitted bits. Similar calculations are performed for the other types of traffic. As already mentioned, video traffic is handled by HCCA in the HCF scheme. It can be seen that POAP achieves significantly higher throughput (~16 Mbps) than HCF (~7 Mbps) and lower packet delay for throughput values lower than 15 Mbps. Regarding packet loss rate, POAP achieves fewer losses than HCF for load lower than 13 Mbps. Note that the maximum video throughput and the maximum video load are the same for the HCF scheme. This is due to the fact that HCCA is a resource reservation protocol that allows a traffic stream to initiate transmissions only when enough resources can be allocated to so that QoS is guaranteed. This method allows HCCA to perform steadily, however, it imposes a strict maximum performance limit. On the other hand, the POAP medium control algorithms try to efficiently serve all the video traffic offered to the network, taking into account its priority and the corresponding load. For high load, the exhibited packet loss rate is probably unacceptable; however, POAP generally seems to perform better. In Figure 7 the results concerning the remote database traffic are presented. It is demonstrated that POAP performs significantly better than HCF when dealing with high priority data traffic. It is reminded that remote database traffic is handled by the EDCA protocol in the HCF scheme. In Figure 7a , it can be observed that POAP achieves significantly lower packet delay than HCF, especially for high throughput values, while it exhibits approximately 16% higher maximum throughput. Furthermore, as can be seen in Figure 7b , POAP manages to minimize packet losses, while HCF suffers from increased packet loss rate for load higher than 1.5 Mbps. This behaviour of HCF is due to the fact that EDCA causes large waiting intervals and extended network overhead, when traffic load increases. Thus, the efficient POAP feedback engine, the introduced priority score and the proposed packet-station selection algorithms manage to ensure higher performance when serving high priority data traffic in an integrated scenario. Specifically, the remote database traffic, which is assigned higher priority than typical background traffic and is characterized by relatively low bit rate, is favoured to such a degree by POAP so that it performs absolutely satisfactorily, while the other types of traffic are not degraded. Regarding file transfer traffic, in Figure 8 , it becomes evident that POAP can efficiently support bandwidth demanding background transmissions the same time it provides QoS for high priority communications. In the HCF scheme, file transfers are handled by the EDCA protocol. In Figure 8a , it is shown that POAP achieves about 39% higher maximum throughput and up to 40 times lower packet delay than HCF for the same throughput values.
File transfer packet loss rate is depicted in Figure 8b . The graph reveals that POAP exhibits lower packet loss rate than HCF for load higher than 7 Mbps and lower than 12 Mbps. When the load is quite low, then both protocols keep file transfer packet loss rate close to zero. On the other hand, in heavy load conditions, HCF exhibits slightly lower loss rate than POAP.
Although, POAP can serve adequately both low and high priority traffic providing QoS support under any traffic load conditions. In Figure 9 , a 3D graph of the average bit delay and loss rate versus the total throughput, for the whole offered traffic is plotted. It can be deduced that HCF exhibits steady performance until total throughput value reaches 15 Mbps, while the behaviour of POAP is steady even when the total throughput exceeds 20 Mbps. Furthermore, the average bit delay and the bit loss rate of POAP are significantly lower than HCF for the same throughput values and the maximum achieved total throughput is almost 5 Mbps higher than HCF. Specifically, the increased bit loss rate exhibited by HCF is mainly due to its difficulty in supporting high priority traditional data traffic under increasing traffic load conditions. Moreover, the high file transfer packet delays cause increased delays in HCF. Furthermore, HCF exhibits limited maximum throughput for all types of traffic. On the other hand, the access scheme of POAP manages to significantly limit the performance degradation appeared at increased load conditions. Conclusively, POAP saturation is more difficult than HCF. Under heavy loaded network conditions, high delays and loss rates are observed for both POAP and HCF schemes, since the objective of our simulations is to study their performance under various networks conditions. Thus, it was certainly expected that under extreme traffic conditions both protocols would not perform satisfactory. However, the presented simulation scenario provides us a broad aspect of the protocols performance. Besides, the simulation results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed POAP scheme adopted in the WLANs.
Conclusion
In this study, the Priority Oriented Adaptive Polling protocol for WLANs is analyzed. The main purpose of POAP is to provide efficiently QoS to integrated delay non tolerant and background traffic. For the analysis presented, a cellular topology is assumed, where the AP polls the stations to control transmissions, resulting in a collision free medium. For this reason, a new technique was developed, which differentiates traffic taking into account packet priorities via an appropriate prioritization mechanism. The proposed technique is able to provide valuable feedback to the APs regarding the status of the stations' traffic, by exploiting the control packets in the proposed polling model. This gathered information offers to the AP improved decision making capabilities for granting channel access to different requests.
Finally, the performance of POAP is evaluated in comparison to the HCF via simulations under various network scenarios to validate its performance.
The simulation results indicate that POAP achieves significantly improved performance compared to the HCF in terms of channel utilization, packet delay -loss rate and throughput.
In fact, POAP could be further extended through the integration of an appropriate resource reservation mechanism leading to a powerful tool for guaranteed QoS provision in WLANs.
